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SPM Roadmap Work in Progress
Converging Views
1. Motivating SPM & evolving definition
2. Contrast with the current paradigm
3. Emerging focus on managing risk and
uncertainty
4. SPM paradigm, enterprise & unit

5. Business case for an industry‐
academic EVO
6. Transformations
7. The priority business transformations
8. Defining the priority research areas

The three critical assets*:
People – knowledge, expertise, experience
Data and models
Operating facilities and technology
*Jimmy Humphrey
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Organization
Zero Incident, Zero Emissions Smart
Manufacturing EVO
• Steering Committee
• Technical Workgroup
• SPM Engineering Virtual Organization
• Next Steps
Technical workgroup December 17th
Significantly updated and evolved Roadmap report
1Q 09

Motivating SPM
Increasing dynamic demands on manufacturing
– Heightened need for more than incremental energy and raw materials
reductions
– Faster and more product transitions to realize economic value – the
ability to sell what you make and make what you sell
– Enterprise management in response to globalization
– Changing workforce and need to use workforce more strategically
– Pressures to minimize environmental impacts and mounting concerns
about greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change
– Increased focus on EH & S compliance and risks of non‐compliance
– Heightened social conscientiousness
– Pressures on increased responsiveness to faults and changing
conditions
– Increased pressure to manage risk and uncertainty in all facets
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The Key Transformations
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The Vision of SPM from the NSF WS
•

Integration of measurement and actuation, safety and environmental protection,
regulatory control, high fidelity modeling, real‐time optimization and monitoring,
and business planning, scheduling and optimization

•

Enterprise‐wide application of advanced technologies, tools, and systems, coupled
with knowledge‐enabled personnel, to plan, design, build, operate, maintain, and
manage process manufacturing facilities

•

Strong predictive and preventive mode of operation with a substantially more
rapid incident‐response capability, ensuring safe and health‐conscious operations

•

Zero incidents and zero emissions are high priorities recognizing that energy
usage, energy production, safety, and environmental impact are inextricably
linked

•

Focused workforce training in a work environment in which expertise is rapidly
growing smaller, complexity is growing greater
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The Operational Transformation to
Smart Process Manufacturing
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EVO Transformation as Progression of
SPM Roadmap Lanes

From Data to Knowledge
Knowledge to Operating Models
Operating Models to Key Plant Assets
Models as Key Plant Assets to Global
Application
• People, Knowledge and Models to a
Combined Key Performance Indicator
•
•
•
•
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Data to Knowledge
Systematically
develop and
integrate data
models to
support life cycle
business
processes and
resolve
conflicting KPIs
12, 22

11

Design next‐
generation
actuator/sensor
networks
5,27,30
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Establish IT and
data standards
for
interoperability
of software
7,23
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Knowledge to Operating Models

Implement
approaches to
develop, manage
and validate
models
9

12

Enable rapid
evaluation of
molecular‐based
properties
2
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Develop
algorithms for
real time large
scale operation
11,31

Develop tools for
fault detection
and isolation
3, 17 26
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Models to Key Plant Assets

Improve real
time tools to
identify
cyber attacks
18

13

Develop
knowledge
decision
support for
life cycle
management
& decision
making
14

Enable
assets to
self
diagnose
4
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Develop
plant wide
data visuali‐
zation
16

Maintain
models as
key
corporate
assets
17
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Key Plant Assets to Global Application
Create
universal
metrics to
evaluate
robustness,
flexibility &
fault
tolerance
6

14

Develop
techniques
and
standards for
merging SC
databases
10

Assess &
model
uncertainty
for KPIs in
SC
8
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Integrate
enterprise &
plant level
planning for
multi‐
objective
optimiza‐
tion
19 28

Standardize
cross
industry
best
practices
and tools
29
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People, Knowledge and Model to a
Combined Key Performance Indicator

Apply large
scale
knowledge
capture
processes
13

15

Provide
management
solution to
enrich &
access
knowledge
15

Real time
point of use
training
1
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Accelerate
new
employee
develop‐
ment
25

Reassess
curricula,
pedagogy,
life long
learning
20
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Today’s Process Manufacturing Paradigm
– Misalignment between business planning, scheduling, optimization and
optimization of the operations increasingly pronounced
• Business planning, optimization and scheduling intelligence concentrated in central
management structures
• Business decisions not integrated with day‐to‐day operations
• Optimal business decisions are not aligned and coordinated

– Inadequate ‘consumption’ of business directions
• Not a sense of time scales
• Not a sense of consumables like catalyst deactivation in decision‐making
• Faster and more product transitions to realize economic value – the ability to sell what you
make and make what you sell

– Myopic focus on maintaining a prescribed set of variables increasing problem
• Economic and environmental, health and safety (EH & S) performance not well coordinated
and not proactive
• Key performance indicators are consequences, not drivers
• Optimal performance is prescribed within a narrow window
• Performance brittle when conditions change

– Increasing external pressures
• Pressures to minimize environmental impacts and mounting concerns about greenhouse gas
emissions and global climate change
• Changing workforce and need to use workforce more strategically
• Increased pressure to manage risk and uncertainty in all facets

– Increasing pressure on workforce on smart decision‐making and responses
2/28/2009
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Need to Manage Risk, Uncertainty and Transitions
• Business decisions should be informed with both business and
operational uncertainty and risks
• Plant operations should be able to “dial” in where along the along
the spectrum of risk
• Grade and product transitions should be optimized for situational
economic, environmental and energy impacts
• Operational decisions should be informed by risk of instability
• Responses to abnormal situations should be informed by risk and
uncertainty in operating limits and constraints
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The Emerging Smart Process Paradigm
Fundamental Research
•
•
•

•

Business and operating intelligence is appropriately distributed to the
units, subsystems and equipment components
Unaligned business and operations give way to oversight and strategy
planning in a distributed intelligence framework
Plant planning, scheduling and optimization integrated with, responsive to
and informed by the operations to provide optimized directional
information for current and projected process capability
Each unit asset operates in an environment of ‘coordinated autonomy’
– Self assesses based on a myriad of variables that are in constant flux
– Determines its “future state” based on the prevailing business conditions and process
variables
– Controls to its optimal use in the plant at that moment
– Self assesses risks, uncertainties and stability to specific operating constraints
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The Smart Process Enterprise Operation
•
•
•

No unit works in isolation; optimal unit operation determined in
aggregation, not in isolation
Aggregated behavior of smart units assessed against current and
projected plant business objectives and operating goals
The ‘Smart Plant’ composed of ‘smart’ units
– Provide their basic process function
– Provide feedback and predictive information on the current and expected
performance of that asset and its aggregated assets
– Capable of intelligence actions and responses ‐ Proactive with actions
– Allows the industry operation to alter use of the asset to maximize ‘local’ (this
moment, this price, this condition, this weather, this etc.) value as conditions
change and warrant.

•

Timely and pertinent information for assessing performance in the
moment is available, accessible, and understandable to the all units,
people and functions that need it
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Smart Plant Operations: Visions, Progress and Challenges, AIChE J., Nov 2007

The Business Case for an Industry‐Academic EVO
• Infrastructure tools, approaches and standards are non‐competitive
• Environmental, sustainability, energy and supply chain are cross‐
company issues
• A raised collective industry technology operating bar maximizes
SPM benefits

• Management tools, cost‐effective technologies and cross‐
industry standard practices to enable companies to more
successfully collaborate and compete in the global economy
• Prohibitively expensive for any one company to develop the SPM
infrastructure AND the competitive technologies
• Profound need for technical research and development
• Profound need for human‐center research and development
•
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The SPM industry benefits from an improved collective public image
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Define SPM Infrastructure Toolboxes Encompassing
Six Common Technologies
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•

Multi‐scale Dynamic Modeling & Simulation
– Sophisticated understanding at level of the atom/molecule or cell but applied at macro/global level of a company,
region, state or country

•

Smart Plant Technologies
– “Smart assets” that not only provide basic function but proactive feedback on the economic performance of the
asset and aggregated assets

•

Sensor Networks
– Quality data to do long term planning, short term scheduling, accounting, optimization, product quality
management, safety supervision

•

Large Scale Optimization
– Large supply chain optimization and uncertainty analysis at strategic, tactical and operational levels; product
pipeline mgmt; molecular designs

•

Data Interoperability
– Fragmented nature of data definitions $15.8 billion per year US Capital Facilities Industry

•

Scaleable Requirements‐Driven Security
– COTS technology moved from primitive but secure to powerful but vulnerable
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Smart Process Manufacturing
an
integrated, knowledge‐enabled, model‐rich,
intelligent
manufacturing enterprise
in which the best decisions are made and
executed in as pro‐active and preventive
manner as possible.
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Smart Process Manufacturing
Robust Situational Responsiveness
Integrated Business & Operating Decisions
Risk and Uncertainty Management
Transition Planning
by
Distributing Intelligence to the Self‐Aware
& Self Healing Unit

